will be offered about these attempts in passing, but no comprehensive review will be offered; the emphasis of this paper will be firmly upon the problems apparent in the primary sources. It should be noted at the outset, though, that, despite the creative work which has been done in this field during the last two decades (cf. for some examples Cousins; Johansson, 1969 Johansson, , 1979 King; Schmithausen, 1976 Schmithausen, , 1979 ; Swearer), the questions raised by such pioneers as La Vallee Poussin and Stcherbatsky half a century ago have yet to be given the attention they deserve.
Finally, some suggestions will be made about the wider implications of this problem for our general understanding of what Buddhist soteriology is actually all about.
The Pali sources, then, show quite clearly that there are two different types of meditative practice available to the Buddhist. On the one hand, there is samadhi/samatha bhivana, and on the other, vipassana/pafaii bhavani. If we translate bhavana (a causative form derived from bhaveti, meaning "to cause to come to be," "to develop," "to inculcate," "to beget," "to produce," etc.) as "(mental) development" or, more simply, "meditation"-which is clearly what it denotes in this sphere of discourse-then we have a contrast between concentration/tranquillity meditation and insight/ wisdom meditation. The whole of the Visuddhimagga, essentially a meditation handbook, is arranged under the threefold sila-samadhi-painnia scheme, and we find the distinction between concentration (samadhi) and wisdom (paiinn) made also at many points in the canon. We must ask: What are the differences between these two types of meditative practice? What kind of psychological states are they intended to produce? Towards what soteriological goal do they aim the practitioner?
Concentrative Meditation
Both in the Pali canon and in the Visuddhimagga we find precise scholastic definitions of the nature, aims, and techniques involved in this kind of meditative practice. The presentation here will largely follow Buddhaghosa, who in turn follows and systematizes the canonical data. Buddhaghosa defines concentration (samadhi) in the following way: "Concentration is skilful one-pointedness of mind (kusalacittekaggata).... [It is] the centering (ddhina) of mind and its concomitants (cittacetasikanam) evenly and correctly on a single subject (ekirammane). Therefore it is that psychological state (dhamma) by means of which the mind and its concomitants remain undistracted and unscattered (avikkhipamana ... avipakinna) evenly and correctly upon a single object. This is to be understood as the act of concentrating (idam samidhanan ti veditabbam)" (Vism. 3.2-3). This is clear enough. Concentrative meditation is a process by which the awareness is narrowed down from its usual wide spectrum to a specific single point (ekarammana), just as a searchlight beam can be focused from a very wide and diffuse area of illumination to a small and intense spot of light. This is a kind of meditation designed to exclude unwanted stimuli from awareness, to reduce the content of consciousness, and ultimately to issue in a state in which the mind has no content whatever, in which all sensory input, all perception, and all cognition and intellection have come to a complete halt. This state, at which the practice of concentrative meditation is aimed, is variously labeled in the texts; most commonly it is called saiiiiii-vedayita-nirodha, the cessation of cognition and sensation. Saiinii means the reception and assimilation of all external stimuli, thus "cognition." Vedayita means "what has been felt," not just in the sense of emotional reaction but in the wider sense of all sensation whatever. The state of saiiiiii-vedayita-nirodha is also called by the equivalent term nirodha-samipatti, the attainment of cessation. The idea is that the range and content of consciousness is progressively narrowed down by concentrative techniques until it ceases to have any content at all-and the searchlight beam winks out of existence.
This psychological state is mentioned frequently in the canonical texts and in the Visuddhimagga (Vism. 23; MN 1.296ff). It is clear also that it is the culminating point of the entire jhdna system, a hierarchically aranged series of states of consciousness which are characterized by increasing abstraction and narrowing of the range and content of consciousness until the total cessation of all its activities is attained in the nirodha-samdpatti. The nature of this psychological state, the intended aim of samddhi-bhivand, is made very clear by a debate in MN (Majjhima Nikaya) over the difference between a dead man and one who is in the state of safinii-vedayita-nirodha. In the Mahdvedallasutta Kotthita interrogates Sariputta and asks: "What is the difference, reverend one, between that dead thing which is passed away and the monk who has attained the cessation of cognition and sensation (saiiiidvedayita-nirodha)?" (MN 1.296). Sariputta replies to the effect that in a dead man the activities of the body (kdyasankhrii, defined at MN 1.301 as inbreathing and outbreathing), those of speech (vdicsankhdiri, defined at MN 1.301 as vitakka-vicira), and those of the mind (cittasankhari, defined at MN 1.301 as saiina-vedayita) have all ceased, as also have vitality (dyus), body heat, and the operations of the sense organs. Sariputta goes on to say: "But the monk who has attained the cessation of cognition and sensation, although his bodily activities have stopped and subsided, although his vocal activities have stopped and subsided, although his mental activities have stopped and subsided, his vitality is not entirely destroyed, his heat is not allayed, his sense-organs are purified. This, reverend one, is the difference between a dead thing, passed away, and that monk who has obtained the cessation of cognition and sensation" (MN 1.296). We can see from this that the difference between a dead man and one in the state of safinfi-vedayita-nirodha lies not in what is going on in his head or body-the answer for both, apparently, is nothing-but in his potential for such activities in the future. Death is irreversible, Sariputta is telling us, and the nirodha-samapatti is not. In modern psychological terminology we might describe saiinii-vedayitanirodha as a state of cataleptic trance in which the subject shows no response to external stimuli; the processes of his autonomic nervous system (respiration, heartbeat, etc.) have slowed to an almost imperceptible minimum, and he is incapable of initiating or responding to any action.
Buddhaghosa devotes a considerable amount of space to this psychological state towards the end of the Visuddhimagga. Its position in his system will have to be further discussed-he makes it one of the benefits of developing wisdom-but for the present it is sufficient to point out that he defines the nirodha-samapatti as: anupubbanirodhavasena cittacetasikinam dhammanam appavatti (23.18), i.e.: "the non-occurence of states of mind together with their concomitants as a result of successive cessation." Buddhaghosa tells us that this state is only available to nonreturners and arahants who have already mastered the "eight attainments," that is, the eightfold jhana system, and who at the same time have their asavas or defilements destroyed and are possessed of the two powers (dve baldni), which in their turn are defined as samatha (tranquillity) and vipassana (insight). The attainment of saiiiin-vedayita-nirodha is explicitly denied to all those-even arahants-who are sukkhavipassaka, that is, those who possess only insight and not tranquillity also. Nanamoli (824) translates "bare-insight workers," which doesn't quite get the flavor. A sterile and desiccated intellectuality is what is meant, and Buddhaghosa clearly means this to have negative connotations. Such men, even though they are arahants, cannot attain the state of saniiiavedayita-nirodha. This is an important point and will be considered further.
For Buddhaghosa, then, insight into the nature of things is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the attainment of the nirodha-samapatti (23.31). It is somewhat difficult to see why this should be so when it has already been clearly demonstrated that the nirodha-samipatti is the complete cessation of all consciousness whatever. Buddhaghosa even goes on to precisely identify this state with nibbdna itself: "Why do they attain it? [i.e., the nirodha-samapatti]. Becoming dissatisfied with the arising and dissolution of the formations they attain it, thinking: becoming without consciousness here and now (ditthe va dhamme acittaka hutva), reaching the cessation which is nibbana (nirodham nibbanam patva), we shall live in happiness" (23.30). We may usefully compare this precise identification of saiiiiavedayita-nirodha with nibbana-or at least with nibbdna in-life, that direct experience of the final state which is available to a man here and now/l/-with a similar identification in Anguttara Nikaya (AN 4.454)./2/ Here too saniini-vedayita-nirodha is identified with ditthadhammanibbana, and here too it is combined with wisdom (paiiii). This is an example of an attempt to relate and reconcile the necessity for intellectual insight with an idea of nibbana which is clearly quite opposed to any such concept, centering as it does on an attempt to clear the mind of all intellectual content. We shall return to it.
So far then, we have looked briefly at what is meant by the development of concentration (samadhi-bhivand) as defined in the Pali canon and in the Visuddhimagga. We have seen that it is a narrowing of the range of awareness, a reduction in the content of consciousness, a progressive exclusion from the mind of both external and internal stimuli. We have also looked at what is said about the ultimate aim of such meditative practice; this is sanii-vedayita-nirodha, the complete cessation of all conscious awareness and of all reactions to external stimuli, a condition which Louis de La Vallee Poussin has called a "crise cataleptique" (1936-37:212), and Friedrich Heiler has referred to as "vollige Apathie" (21). We have seen that this state is also explicitly identified with nibbdna. It is now necessary to look very briefly at the means used to attain this aim.
Concentrative meditation is usually expounded both in the Pali canon and the Visuddhimagga by means of reference to a hierarchically structured series of states of consciousness called the jhanas. This is the Pali form of the Sanskrit dhyana (Chinese Ch'an; Japanese Zen) and is usually translated simply as "meditation." However, in the Theravada sources it has a somewhat more specialized meaning than the more general bhivani, which we are already translating as "meditation," and for that reason, as well as the fact that it is difficult to find an English equivalent which is not too clumsy to be used, I shall leave the term untranslated. Its semantic content should become clear from what follows. In the Pali sources (and in much of the surviving Sanskrit literature of the Indian Mahayana) there are a number of different classificatory systems used to describe what the jhanas are. There are sometimes said to be four, sometimes five, sometimes eight, and sometimes nine of them. I shall not attempt to describe or disentangle these different systems here; to do so would take a great deal of space and is not strictly relevant for our purposes./3/ I shall accept as standard the system of four jhanas of form (rupajhanas), four formless jhanas (aripajhanas), and one final attainment (samapatti), which is sanni-vedayita-nirodha and is not strictly speaking a jhana at all. This makes in all a ninefold series, often referred to as the nine attainments (samipatti).
Much could be said about these states of consciousness; all that can be offered here is a very brief summary. The four jhanas of form are those states of consciousness which become progressively more empty of intellectual and emotional contents. To take an example: the first rpiivacarajhina is described as a psychological condition which has five factors: reasoning (vitakka), reflection (vicira), joy (piti), happiness (sukha), one-pointedness (ekaggata). By the time the fourth jhana of form has been attained, the only factors remaining are equanimity (upekkha) and one-pointedness (ekaggata); the rest have been removed from the mind by means of concentrative exercises. Moving on from there to the arfupvacarajhanas the mind becomes still more empty, entering first the sphere of boundless space (iikiisnancayatana), then the sphere of boundless consciousness (viniiinaincayatana), then to the sphere of nothingness (akinicaiiiiiyatana) and to the sphere of neither cognition or noncognition (nevasaiiiiiisainiiiyatana), ending finally in saiiiiivedayita-nirodha, the ninth and final attainment, which is nibbana-in-life./4/ The ninefold jhana-structure, then, describes a series of states of consciousness of increasing abstraction. The mind is first emptied of all emotional content, then of all discursive thought and reaction to external stimuli, and finally of any content whatever. Buddhaghosa gives descriptions of the types of exercise which can be used to attain this end, showing in detail how the mind can be trained to ascend from its "normal" state of clutter and distractedness to the final states of complete emptiness, clarity, and passivity. In the final attainment, the nirodha-samapatti, the mind becomes like a perfectly clear pool of water; it reflects nothing back from the outside, has nothing within it to obstruct the rays of the sun, and is totally without movement. The techniques used to attain this end are too numerous and complex to be described in any detail here; the whole of the middle section of the Visuddhimagga (3-14) is devoted in one way or another to these techniques and their effects. There is space here to mention only one in outline, that which Buddhaghosa calls kasina meditation (4.21ff). This consists of taking a specific material object-in the case of the earth kasina a clay disc, in the case of the blue kasina blue flowers, and so forth-and sitting about eight feet from it on a small chair (4.26). The meditator then concentrates on the meditation object until an eidetic image of it can be recalled at will whether or not the external object is present. Briefly, this is a means by which external stimuli can be interiorized, a psychotropic technique by means of which all mental activity can be brought to a single point and concentrated there-in the case of the earth kasina upon a clay disc. Buddhaghosa says that this technique can take the meditator as far as the fourth jhina of form only, and that to enter upon the formless jhanas, further and partially different techniques are necessary.
To summarize our findings thus far: It has been suggested that in the Theravadin presentation of samadhi bhivana we have a number of psychotropic techniques, the practice of which brings about a gradual ascent through a hierarchically structured series of states of consciousness. These states of consciousness are increasingly empty and abstract at the upper levels of the hierarchy, increasingly withdrawn from external stimuli and internal discursive thought, culminating finally in the cessation of all sensation, cognition, and intellection, a state of contentless consciousness which is for all practical purposes quite indistinguishable from death. This state is frequently presented in the texts, both canonical and commentarial, as the final soteriological goal of the practicing Buddhist./5/ That is, it is assimilated to, and sometimes precisely identified with, nibbana.
There is unfortunately no space here to discuss in detail the kinds of psycho-physiological change likely to be induced in the meditator by the practice of this type of concentrative technique. It may be tentatively suggested that EEG readings obtained from a meditator who had reached saiiiiivedayita-nirodha would be characterized by high amplitude alpha waves which would not be susceptible to blocking by external stimuli. It seems possible, though, that the trance state referred to by the Pali phrase saiinnavedayita-nirodha might have still more in common with that of a long-term coma patient. But in the absence of further research, both empirical and theoretical, this must remain speculative./6/ The broad outlines of both the techniques and results of samadhi bhavana should now be clear, and this is sufficient for our purposes.
Insight Meditation
The second of the two types of meditative practice is that aimed at developing insight into the nature of the universe as it really is-which means, in this context, as it is conceived by developed Buddhist doctrine. Fortunately, we need to devote rather less space to expounding this type of meditation than was the case for concentrative meditation. This is largely because vipassani bhavana, insight meditation, is regarded by contemporary Theravadin orthodoxy as Buddhist meditation par excellence, the only kind which really counts and the only kind which leads to nibbana. That this is not the whole picture we have already seen in what has been said about samadhibhavana, but the centrality of insight meditation to most modern expositions of Theravada does mean that much less needs to be said about it. Descriptions are available in any modern introduction (e.g., Rahula, 1967; Nyanaponika).
We may take vipassana (insight) and paniiin (wisdom) as equivalent terms. They are used interchangeably in the texts in the kinds of context which concern us. Buddhaghosa once again defines for us with some precision exactly what wisdom is: "Wisdom has the characteristic (lakkhana) of penetrating the defining essence of things (dhammasabhavapativedha); its function (rasa) is to abolish the darkness of delusion (mohandhakiraviddhansana) which obscures the defining essence of things; its manifestation (paccupatthana) is absence of delusion (asammoha). Because of the words: 'One who is concentrated knows and sees things as they really are' (samahito yathabhatam jianati passati), concentration is its immediate cause (padatthana)" (14.7). The key term in this definition is yathabhuta, combined very frequently throughout the Pali literature with niina or dassana. Translated somewhat freely as "knowledge or vision in accordance with reality," this is the full and proper definition of paiifi, wisdom, the desired aim of the man who practices insight meditation. Such a man can see the defining essence, the own-being (sabhava) of everything, and his vision is no longer obscured by the threefold fault of passion (raga), hatred (dosa), and delusion (moha). Buddhaghosa tells us that wisdom is manifested in the wise man as absence of delusion.
Concentration or Insight 612Paul Griffiths
The aim of insight meditation, the development of wisdom, is, of course, enlightenment, but a rather different kind of enlightenment from that which we have discussed in our presentation of concentrative meditation. Here, in the context of insight meditation, nibbana receives the usual schematic definition of being the destruction of raga, dosa, and moha; the end of suffering; the absence of rebirth; the breaking of the chain of conditioned coproduction (paticcasamuppada) which defines the whole of phenomenal existence; the unconditioned (asankhata), unmade (akata), unborn (ajata), deathless (amata) state of eternal bliss in which the enlightened man fully knows and understands the threefold characteristic (tilakkhana) of all conditioned things-that they are impermanent, unsatisfactory, and without self. It is coolness, the blowing out of the flame of passion, the dispassionate awareness and understanding of the universe through the categories of Buddhist philosophy, especially the four truths and the twelvefold chain of conditioned coproduction. The aim of insight meditation is above all an awareness that, an awareness which has content. It perceives and understands things as existing in such-and-such a way, while at the same time being quite detached from such a perception. In terms of Pali grammar it is an awareness which can be contained within a ti clause, a discursive and intellectual understanding. That wisdom is discursive in this sense, and that its ultimate development in the state of nibbdna is also discursive, is shown in a multitude of ways in the Pali literature. One of Buddhaghosa's rarely quoted parables (Vism. 14.4-5) demonstrates it very well. He says that knowing (janana) is present in cognition, intellection, and wisdom but that in cognition it is at a low level, in intellection at an intermediate level, and in wisdom at a high level. Cognition is like a child without discretion (ajitabuddhidiraka), who, on finding a heap of coins, sees only their external shape and configuration, not realizing that they are valuable as well as beautiful. Intellection is like a villager (gamikapurisa) who knows also that the coins are reckoned valuable for human use and enjoyment. Wisdom is like a money-changer (herafinika) who knows all that the child and villager know but can also tell by looking at the coins, weighing, smelling, and tasting them, exactly which coins are counterfeit and which genuine, precisely where each of them was made, and by whom, and what the value of each is. It is this last kind of extensive and precise discursive awareness about things which is characterized as painfi, and which insight meditation is designed to develop to its highest degree.
To describe paaifi awareness might be objected to on the grounds that it has too intellectual a connotation. I do not intend to suggest, however, that to possess pafifi is merely a question of having some specific items of knowledge present to one's mind. On the contrary, there is an essential element of "seeing as" as well as "knowing that" in pannaii. Not only does one know, for example, that the universe is composed of dhammas, instantaneous events which have no independent or enduring existence, but one actually perceives the universe in this way. The possessor of paiiai is a man who has learned to dissolve the mentally-constructed solidities and continuities of the universe of normal perception, and to perceive in their place the causal flux described by Buddhist Abhidhamma philosophy. Thus the "seeing as" and "knowing that" components of pafniii are vitally interrelated, and this is the meaning of the frequent use of the compound yathabhitaiiina-dassana in the Pali literature: not only does one know the way things are, but one directly perceives the known reality. Concept and reality become fused in the highest development of paiiina which we are discussing here; the use of the term "discursive" is meant to stress that, although the element of vision is important, the element of knowing is never completely transcended in the vipassana/painfin complex of ideas.
To summarize our conclusions thus far about the nature of paniia, the goal of insight meditation: We have suggested that wisdom is a type of dispassionate discursive knowledge and vision, that insight meditation (vipassana bhivana is a meditative technique designed to inculcate and develop it, and that the end of such development-nibbana-is in this context conceived as a kind of continuous dispassionate cognitive/intellectual vision of the universe as a causally conditioned flux of point-instants in which there is no continuing principle of individuality. The means used to achieve this kind of conscious awareness is simply a continuous attempt to internalize the categories of Buddhist metaphysics and to make those categories coextensive with the way one perceives the world. The whole of the second half of the Visuddhimagga is devoted to this process, expounded by means of the seven purities. The very titles of the last five of these purities (Vism. 18-22) give an excellent overview of what it means to develop palfnna. The first is the purification of view (ditthi-visuddhi), stressing the knowledge aspect of paiia; then comes purification by overcoming doubt (kankha-vitaranavisuddhi), followed by the purification of knowing and seeing what is the path and what is not maggamagga-niinadassana-visuddhi), and the purification of knowledge and vision of the way (patipada-iianadassana-v.); the culmination is straightforward knowledge and vision (ianadassana-v.), the defining characteristics of wisdom. One way of developing this knowledge and vision-among many-is to contemplate an object under the fundamental Buddhist category of impermanence. One might take a tree as the object of this meditation and think of it as growing from seed to maturity and then decaying again into rottenness and death. One might do the same with a man or a mountain. Alternatively, one might have to learn to contemplate things under the characteristic of their inherent unsatisfactoriness in order to combat undue attachment to the beauties of the universe; very similar is the well-known series of meditations on the loathsomeness of the body. At higher levels of competence one would have to learn to internalize the whole complex system of classification which goes to make up the Abhidhamma; this would involve not only the four truths, three factors, and twelvefold chain, but also the complex Abhidhammic psychology, which analyzes each mental event into its constituent factors and shows how it arises and passes away.
Perhaps the simplest and most effective way of developing pafaii described in the Pali canon is that of satipatthina, the practice of mindfulness. Essentially, this consists in paying continuous and precise attention (manasikara) to each and every event, both internal and external, as it occurs. At first this is a nonjudgmental awareness; typically it may begin with observation of in-and out-breathing, progress from there to observation of the movements of the body, the arising and passing away of thoughts, the forming of intentions, and so forth. The point of this meditative exercise is that it chops up mental and physical events into discrete and yet interrelated events; the whole of one's physical and mental universe dissolves into a fluid series of point-instants, each event becomes momentary, and the connecting solidarities provided by the concepts of individuality, permanence, and so on, very rapidly vanish. It is, as anyone who has tried it will testify, an extremely effective way of training the awareness to perceive the universe in accordance with the categories of the Abhidhamma, and may be taken as a paradigm example of how insight meditation operates./7/ To summarize what we have discovered about the meditative practices and soteriological aims included under the heading of insight meditation: Vipassana bhavana is a series of techniques which involves paying attention to a particular phenomenon or series of phenomena using one or more of the categories of Buddhist metaphysics as a framework for understanding. Its aim is to open out the individual's awareness until he can learn to become fully and continuously aware of the universe as it really is. Such awareness appears to be a kind of detached, emotionless, intuitive vision of the nature of things as a flux of causally conditioned point-instants (Johansson, 1969), an awareness which has disposed of the interpretative concepts of selfhood, permanence, pleasure and pain, and yet an awareness which remains essentially discursive in that it can be verbalized. There is nothing ineffable about wisdom for a Theravadin (Gimello:192-93). The aims and results of this kind of meditative practice are, therefore, radically opposed to those of samadhi bhavana, or concentrative meditation; there we had a series of increasingly abstract states of consciousness, culminating in the complete cessation of sensation, cognition, and intellection; here we have a progressive opening-out of the individual's awareness to include and comprehend the whole universe under the categories of transience, emptiness, and unsatisfactoriness. Sensation, cognition, and intellection are not brought to a halt as in the final stage of concentrative meditation, but instead are developed and, as it were, "pafinised"-imbued with wisdom. The methods and aims of each kind of practice-both equally prominent in the texts-are radically at odds, and it is difficult to see how they can be reconciled. Therein lies the problem.
The Relationship Between Concentration and Insight
The Theravada tradition is itself aware of this problem, and makes its own attempts at reconciling the two types of meditative practice and the two soteriological goals. These attempts are not always mutually consistent, and the tradition does not appear to be certain whether and to what extent both types of meditation are necessary for the attainment of nibbana. We have already seen that Buddhaghosa regards the practice of insight meditation and the concomitant attainment of wisdom as a necessary but not sufficient condition for the attainment of safinii-vedayita-nirodha (607). Regarded from the other angle, we have seen that he regards concentration as the occasion or immediate cause (padatthana) of wisdom, and that he quotes with approval the frequently repeated canonical statement: "One who is concentrated knows and sees things as they really are" (e.g., AN 5.3). These statements are not quite as strong as those which suggested that one could not reach sainnii-vedayita-nirodha without some admixture of insight in one's practice; they seem only to suggest that concentration (through to what degree is not specified) would be a considerable help in the practice of insight meditation.
If we look elsewhere in the canon we find statements that say wisdom can be attained quite without the help of the jhinas, much less of their culmination, the attainment of cessation. For example, in the Mahasatipatthinasutta, in both its DN and MN forms, we find the clear implication that nibbana can be attained by the practice of mindfulness alone without the concentraton games involved in samidhi-bhavani. Saftnna-vedayita-nirodha is not attained by mindfulness because it simply does not fit into such a context; the soteriological goal of safni-vedayita-nirodha is not coherent with the methods and aims of satipatthana. Similarly, many of the standard descriptions in the canon of the meditative path leading to enlightenment mention only the four jhinas of form (ripajhanas), and then only as a kind of limbering-up exercise for the mind, a way of making it supple and preparing it for the effort needed to gain insight into the real nature of the universe in the way that has been described in our section on insight meditation. In contexts of this type the more developed concentration exercises are either bypassed altogether or used only as a kind of preliminary in the service of the wider goal of insight. They are not used as a means to gain the attainment of cessation because, as we have suggested, this soteriological goal is inappropriate in the context of insight meditation. It is in this context that the many references to the jhanas as preparatory and purificatory should be placed. Concentration here only rids the mind of defilements. It does not itself have soteriological effects./8/ The converse, however, is not true. So far as I am aware, in contexts where samidhi-bhivana dominates and the soteriological goal aimed at is that of sainia-vedayita-nirodha, we rarely find painii bypassed altogether as we have seen samadhi on occasion to be. It is usually, as it were, injected at the last moment, and nibbina is reached by a final burst of wisdom, sitting somewhat uneasily in a context where the subject under discussion is the progressive bringing to a halt of all conscious processes whatever. For example, in AN 4.454, at the conclusion of a section dealing with the ascent through the eight jhanas (ripa and arfipa) culminating in the attainment of saiiiin-vedayita-nirodha, we find the following formula: "Once again, a monk going quite beyond the sphere of neither-cognition-nor-non-cognition (eighth arupajhina), enters and remains in the cessation of cognition and sensation (saiinn-vedayita-nirodha). Understanding (paiiiiya) and seeing (disva), his impurities are destroyed (asavai parikkhina honti)" (AN 4.454) . Another formula, also used frequently to describe the attainment of liberating insight concurrently with the realization of saiiiii-vedayita-nirodha is: paniiya ca me disvi aiisav parikkhayam agamamsu (e.g., AN 4.438-48). This last-minute injection of wisdom and the vocabulary of insight meditation is, to say the least of it, surprising. It is not explained in the texts how paiiii--which we have already determined to be a discursive and conscious awareness of the reality of things-can possibly enter into a psychological state where discursive awareness is by definition ruled out. We have here, I think, one of the more uneasy results of the Buddhist scholastic mania for neat classifications. The thinking may have gone something like this: wisdom, intuitive insight into the nature of things, is the sine qua non of Buddhist enlightenment, at least in terms of the Abhidhamma, and so even in contexts where it seems most unlikely that enlightenment was originally conceived in any such terms, wisdom must be injected. The result is an unsatisfactory combination of two radically different kinds of soteriology.
There are other canonical texts in which the conflict between the two types of meditative practice comes to the fore. The locus classicus for this is undoubtedly the debate between Musila and Narada (SN 2.115ff; cf. Poussin, 1936-37). Musila is the representative of wisdom; he has penetrated to the essential nature of things. Narada is the representative of concentration, the practitioner of yoga 4nd ascesis. Similarly, in AN 3.355 we hear of an acrimonious debate between monks zealous for dhamma (dhamma-yogabhikkhu) and meditators (jhayin). The answer given in this section of the AN is that both ways are valuable. Those who practice concentrative meditation-the jhayins-are "thosewho live having touched the deathless sphere with the body."/9/ Those zealous for dhamma are "those who, penetrating by means of wisdom, see the profound goal." Although the value of both ways is stressed, there is no attempt to explain just how the two are to be related when, as we have seen, the meditative techniques and soteriological goals on each side are so very different and even conflicting./10/ One more oddity needs to be mentioned in the canonical and commentarial attempts to reconcile and combine concentrative meditation and insight meditation. If we look at Buddhaghosa's list of the benefits of getting wisdom (painnfi), we find four such mentioned (23.1ff). The first is the removal of various defilements (niinkilesaviddhansana); the second is the partaking of the experience of the noble fruit (ariyaphalarasinubhavana); both these are standard and their exegesis will not be entered into here. But the third benefit of attaining painiii is saniini-vedayita-nirodha (23.16). This is very odd indeed, and as far as I can see Buddhaghosa's explanations do not give any satisfactory account of how it is that the cessation of cognition and sensation can plausibly be said to be a benefit of the attainment of insight. All our investigations thus far have pointed to the conclusion that the nibbana realized by insight meditation is simply not the same as the nibbana-in-life (ditthadhammanibbana) which is the result of concentrative meditation, and so it is very difficult to see why Buddhaghosa should wish to make this latter soteriological goal a benefit of insightful understanding. It should be remembered also that this mention of saiiiin-vedayita-nirodha as a benefit of wisdom occurs in the final chapter of the Visuddhimagga, at the very climax of the whole vast work. This fact alone should give us pause and make us reevaluate the place given to concentrative meditation and its concomitant psychological states in expositions of Buddhist meditation theory. Finally, we should note that Buddhaghosa follows his mention of the cessation of sensation and cognition with an almost bathetic statement that the achievement of worthiness to receive gifts is the fourth and final benefit of paiinii. The Visuddhimagga does not end on a note of profound spiritual inspiration. Unfortunately, the many problems inherent in assessing the ambiguities inherent in the Visuddhimagga's systems of classification, especially in this case, cannot be further discussed here. The problem has now been adequately delineated and suggestions need to be made about its possible causes. Before turning to this task, however, we need to look at modern Theravadin orthodoxy on these matters; we should ask what line is taken by modern interpreters of the tradition and whether they have anything to say to the problems we have been discussing. It seems in fact that much the same line is followed by all notable contemporary expositors of the tradition. Both Walpola Rahula (1967:68) and Nyanaponika Thera (102ff) say explicitly that the practices of concentrative meditation are not strictly necessary for the attainment of insight, though they may in certain cases be useful. Paravahera Vajiraiiana Mahathera, in his exposition of the Visuddhimagga, reflects the confusion of his sources when he implicitly contradicts himself, saying at one point that samidhi-bhavand is a necessary condition for attaining nibbdna, and denying this in another place (18, 343). The main point made by all commentators is that concentration exercises are only valuable in so far as they aid the attainment of insight; they are not given significance for their own sake, and the kind of nibbana that most modern Theravada practitioners seem to be interested in is that which we have discussed in our section on insight meditation. The attainment of cessation is rarely mentioned, and, even when it is, usually with no recognition of its function and value in the canonical and commentarial literature. The kinds of practice espoused and taught by modern Theravadins, both in the West and in South Asia, also show this devaluation of the canonical samadhi exercises. Satipatthana, as a paradigm example of insight meditation, forms the center of meditative practice in modern Theravada, and it is difficult, in either America or Europe, to find Theravadins able and willing to give instruction in the finer points of kasina meditation or to expound the value of the nirodhasamdpatti./l1/ We may draw the following conclusions from the material surveyed in the course of this paper:
1. There are presented in the canonical and commentarial texts of Theravada Buddhism two radically different types of meditative practice which have different psychological effects and issue in different soteriological goals.
2. The texts themselves are aware of this tension and make a number of attempts to resolve it. The classificatory systems which result from these attempts are intellectually unsatisfactory and cannot form the basis for proper meditative practice, as witness the split in modern Theravada between the proponents and practitioners of concentrative meditation and those who expound and practice insight meditation.
3. Modern Theravadin orthodoxy, which takes the line that concentration is only valuable insofar as it acts as an adjunct to the development of insight and has preliminary purificatory effects, and also plays down the significance of the arupa-jhinas and the nirodha-samapatti, does not satisfactorily resolve the ambiguities and tensions we have uncovered.
4. This whole problem has extremely wide-ranging implications; it affects how we are to think of nibbana, the ultimate soteriological goal of Buddhism. Are we to see it as a psychological state in which discursive thought is not only possible but required, the result of a radical interiorization of Buddhist metaphysical categories, or are we to see it as the blissful cessation of all consciousness whatever, the ending of all pain? Soteriological methods govern soteriological goals; if you practice concentrative meditation you will end up in a different "place" from that reached by practicing insight meditation. So this problem also has important practical implications in determining the choice of meditative techniques for the individual practitioner.
Ideally this paper should end with a resolution of the whole issue. I shall not attempt one because it does not seem possible, given the present limited state of our knowledge about the psycho-physiological effects of different meditation techniques, together with our still restricted understanding of the categories of the Abhidhamma. The conclusion must be that the tension between the methods and aims of concentrative meditation and those of insight meditation runs very deep in the Theravada texts and is mirrored there by another radical tension-that between ignorance (avijji) and desire (tanha). In the standard formulation of the four truths, the root cause of all suffering is said to be tanha)-craving or lust, literally "thirst." In the standard formulation of the paticca-samuppida the root cause of the chain of becoming is said to be avijji--ignorance. Clearly, if ignorance is regarded as the root of all evil for the Buddhist, then he should take steps to remedy this condition by gaining insightful knowledge. There is no better way of doing so than the practice of insight meditation, which, as we have seen, results in just such a clarity of knowledge about the universe as would be required to dispose of avijji. If, on the other hand, craving and desire are regarded as the root causes of suffering, then the Buddhist should at once take steps to rid his mind of all desire. Once again, there is no better way of doing this than the practice of concentrative meditation, which, as we have seen, rids the mind first of all emotional content and then of all intellectual content, culminating finally in the supreme desirelessness of the deathless realm, the nibbana-in-life which is the complete cessation of cognition and sensation.
This connection between tanha and samddhi on the one hand and avijja and vipassani on the other is to be found also in the canonical texts. (AN 1.61) . This tension between the desire/concentration complex of thought on the one hand, and the ignorance/insight complex on the other, goes to the very heart of Theravada Buddhism. On how we resolve it hangs our entire understanding of Buddhist soteriological theory and practice. Perhaps still more important for those concerned to make the practice of Buddhist meditation a real existential possibility is the fact that on the resolution of this fundamental tension depends how Buddhism as a system of spiritual practice is to be communicated. There is here, therefore, not merely a historical issue but also a pressing existential and hermeneutical one. DN 3.262), or the abhibhayatanas (DN 2.110, 3.260) . Nothing has been said as to the attainment of supernormal powers (iddhi) as a result of practicing samadhi bhavand, nor of Buddhaghosa's distinction between upacara (access) and appana (absorption). The presentation given here is schematic in the extreme, though I hope that nothing of importance for the purposes of this paper has been omitted. Fuller details may be found in the relevant sections of Vajiraiiana and Barnes.
NOTES

/4/
It should be noted that Buddhaghosa seems to envisage a distinction between upacira and appani for each of the eight jhanas. There are problems in determining exactly what he means, but it seems safe to say that the access/absorption distinction is not intended to apply to safinna-vedayita-nirodha. /5/ It should be pointed out here that frequent statements may be found in both canon and commentary to the effect that all jhdnic states are also instinct with impermanence and unsatisfactoriness, and therefore not of final importance for salvation. We shall also see, when we come to consider the canonical and commentarial attempts at connecting the two types of meditation-samddhi and vipassan--that there is almost always a last-minute injection of vipassana in order to enable the nirodhasamapatti to be reached. Such statements certainly indicate that canonical and commentarial orthodoxy regards vipassand as the sine qua non of Buddhist enlightenment, but they provide no reasoned answer to the problem under consideration in this paper. This issue will be further discussed in the third section of this paper. /6/ An excellent review of the current state of research into the psycho-physiological effects of meditative practice may be found in Walsh. It is clear that much remains to be done, though some suggestive discoveries have been made. Anand, Chinna and Singh discovered that yogis in samadhi-using techniques essentially similar to those discussed here under the heading of concentrative meditationshowed high amplitude alpha waves on their EEG recordings, and that such waves could not be blocked by external stimuli. That is, the meditators' brain states were simply not altered by what was going on around them. In contrast, Kasamatsu and Hirai discovered that while Zen meditators produce a similar EEG reading to that of samadhi practitioners, their alpha rhythms were susceptible to blocking by external stimuli, although this blocking was not reduced by the usual habituation mechanism. That is, if a person in a "normal" state of consciousness is seated in a quiet room and a rhythmic series of loud clicks is played over a sound system to him, then his EEG records marked blocking of alpha rhythms at first, but, as he gets used to the clicks, the blocking is reduced and eventually almost disappears. He has become habituated to the stimulus. In the case of the Zen meditator this does not happen and the alpha blocking remains at a constant level. Unlike either the practitioner of samadhi or the person in "normal" consciousness, the Zen meditator is receptive to external stimuli, but does not become habituated to them. It is clear that the concentrative meditation we are concerned with here is much closer to the yogic samadhi than to the Zen state, and there are at least some indications that Zen meditation has fundamental similarities to vipassana bhavana. The whole topic needs more work from both the buddhological and psychological angles. /7/ Buddhaghosa considers satipatthana in that section of the Visuddhimagga where he deals with samadhi bhavani. This is one more of those classification problems which are considered in the third section of this paper. It is clear enough for our purposes that satipatthana results in the kind of psychological state which we are here characterizing as the aim of insight meditation. 
